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€uro-Stars Guide
Overview
The aim of this article is to provide answers to the following frequently asked questions around the €uro-Stars that ICBF
produces.

1. Who is ICBF?
2. How can ICBF evaluate my animals when they have never seen them?
3. What is reliability %?
4. What is a genetic index?
5. What is genomics?
6. What are the Replacement & Terminal indexes?
7. What are €uro-Stars?
8. How did my pedigree bull get his €uro-Stars?
9. Why do the €uro-Stars of my bull keep changing?
10. What extra performance will a 5 Star cow give?
11. Why does one of my best cow’s only have 1 star?
12. If I mate a 5 star bull to a 1 star cow, will I get a 3 star calf?
13. Where can I see an animal’s €uro-Stars?
14. How do I improve the €uro-Stars of my stock?
15. What do all the terms on a bull’s catalogue page stand for?
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1. Who is ICBF?
Ans: ICBF stands for the Irish Cattle Breeding Federation. 

It is an Organisation which co-ordinates cattle breeding activities in Ireland e.g. Genetic Indexes, progeny testing etc. 

2. How can ICBF evaluate my animals 
when they have never even seen them?

Ans: You will have recorded a certain amount of information 
on your own animals e.g. Calf Registration data etc. 
However, your cattle will also have had data recorded 
on them elsewhere e.g. marts weights, all of which 
will have been stored in the ICBF database. 
So, even without having actually seen your cattle, 
ICBF is able to give your animals ratings based on the 
data that is stored in their database. 

3. What is reliability %?

4. What is a Genetic Index?
Ans: YA Genetic Index is the end result of a series of routine steps known as a ‘Genetic Evaluation Run’. For example, for

a Stockbull, a genetic evaluation run will identify all of the calves of a Bull and compare their performance records
to those of the other animals reared alongside them in the same herd. Any Genomic (DNA) data together with
records from relatives of the bull is also included. Some traits have more of an impact than others on the resulting
index, simply because they are more valuable e.g. ‘Liveweight’ is a more valuable trait than ‘Coat Colour’.

The Genetic Index is expressed in €uro’s as the goal of this process is to estimate how profitable an animal is for
breeding. When mated, a Bull or cow will only ever transmit half of their genes to the resulting calf.

ICBF Database

Carcass
Data

Death 
Data

Weight 
Data

AI 
Data

Calving
Data

Reliability % – Explained 
Reliability % Range Comment Bull Type Explanation
0-20% Low YoungBull €uro – Stars mostly based on those of the animal's Parents & Grandparents.
20-50% Low- ‐Medium Young Bull €uro- ‐Stars influenced by data recorded on the animal (Liveweight, Milk Score etc).

50-90% Medium-High AI Sire/Stockbull €uro- ‐Stars increasingly affected by the performances of an animal's offspring.

> 90% High AI Sire €uro- ‐Stars dominated by the performances of an animal's offspring.

Reliability % is an indication as to how confident ICBF can be about the genetic index for a particular animal. Lots of progeny performance recorded
(weighed etc) alongside lots of other animals, across large numbers of herds is what increases a Animal's reliability % figure.

Performance
Data

Genomic  
Data

Genetic 
Index

+ + =
Ancestry Data
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Advantages of Genomics
Higher reliability €uro-Stars: Genotyping increases reliability % figures even before the animal has produced any offspring.

Parentage verification: A genotyped animal can have its Sire & Dam confirmed.

Breed verification: Genotyping will be able to identify an animal’s breed makeup.

Genetic diseases: An animal’s carrier status for a number of diseases and major genes (e.g. Myostatin) is also possible.

Traceability: Genotyping ensures that from birth there is full traceability of every meat sample directly back to the animal.  

Example: A Bull with a Replacement Index of €100, if mated to a cow with an index of €200, is expected to sire a
daughter with a ‘Replacement Index’ of €150 (€100+€200 / 2 = €150). This means that she will be €150
more profitable than the average Irish suckler cow. 

5. What is a Genomics?
Ans: Genomics includes the DNA of an animal (from tissue, hair, blood or semen) in addition to other performance data on

relatives, in its €uro-Star calculation. 

Replacement
Index

€100

Replacement Index

€150

x
Replacement

Index

€200

Traditional Breeding Genomics

7 year old bull x

�����
Reliability: 70%

Calving, Weight, Carcass, Milk &
Fertility performance from his progeny

increases the  reliability of his
€uro-Stars when he is 7 years old.

1 day old 
bull calf

�����
Reliability: 70%

1 day old 
bull calf

�����
Reliability: 90%

When he later becomes a breeding bull, he will add to his
figures and increase his reliability % further.

x
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With Traditional Breeding - for an animal’s figures to become more
accurate, you must wait until it expresses its genes through its
progeny. With Genomics – an animal’s genes are analysed and 

more accurate figures calculated at birth.

6. What are the Replacement & Terminal Indexes?
Ans: In Ireland we have 2 main beef ‘Genetic Indexes’ – ‘Replacement’ & ‘Terminal’. These 2 indexes have grouped

traits together depending on their importance for achieving an overall goal.

4.1 The Replacement Index estimates how suitable females will be for calving ability, milk & fertility and ultimately
being good low maintenance suckler cows.

The traits that a suckler cow will need to be good at are grouped together. They each then carry a different
weighting in the index depending on how economically important they are. 

4.2 The Terminal Index estimates how profitable an animal’s progeny will be for liveweight, carcass conformation
and ultimately being finished for slaughter themselves.

Calving Traits
26%

Carcass Traits
56%

Feed Intake
16%

Docility
2%

Figure 2: Traits & their weightings 
in the ICBF ‘Terminal Index’.

Figure 1: Traits & their weightings 
in the ICBF ‘Replacement Index’.

Fertility
23%

Calving Traits
16%

Docility 4%

Milk
18%

Feed intake of
Cow and Calf

18%

Beef Traits
21%
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8. How did my pedigree bull get his €uro-Stars?
Ans: Stripping away all the technical jargon & scientific terminology attached to ‘Genetic Evaluations’, such as ‘correlations’

and ‘matrixes’, which can often be offputting – the easiest way to understand the process that ICBF follows when
producing €uro-Stars is to think of the general process that a cattle judge will go through at a show before picking a
winner.

Take a class of bulls for example:
1. All of the bulls in that class will be of a similar age.
2. Particular parts of the animal will be deemed more 

important by the judge than others e.g. Width of 
chest v tail length. 

3. All the bulls will then be ranked from 1st to last and the 
rosettes handed out.

So although no data is being inputted into a computer, 
data about each animal is being stored in the judge’s mind.

8. What are €uro-Stars?
Ans: The actual €uro-Stars just make the €uro Index values visually easy to understand. The €uro-Stars show where the

animal’s genetic index ranks (top 20%, bottom 20% etc). For example – the index values from the August 2015
evaluation run go from values below €-50 all the way up to values reaching nearly €180. All the €uro-Stars do is
cut this range up into 5 categories:

� ��

€33

���

€45

����

€74

�����

€98
� �

An Animal with an Index value
over €98 is in the top 20%

and is given 5 stars

An Animal with an Index value
under €33 is in the bottom
20% and is given 1 star

€uro-Star Rankings
����� 5 Stars Genetic Index is in the top 20%

���� 4 Stars Genetic Index is in the top 40%

��� 3 Stars Average Genetic Index

�� 2 Stars Genetic Index is in the bottom 40%

� 1 Stars Genetic Index is in the bottom 20%

• Within breed stars are for ranking purebred animals against other
purebreds from the same breed.  
– E.g. a purebred Limousin bull’s within breed stars tells you where his

genetic index ranks him amongst all other purebred limousin animals. 
• Across breed stars are for ranking an animal’s genetic index against

animals from all of the other breeds. 
– Commercial (non purebred) animals will only get ‘Across Breed’ stars

as they are made up of many different breeds. 

Judging in progress at an Irish Hereford Society 
sale in Kilmallock in 2015.



The genetic evaluation process is actually quite similar to the process
that is followed in a showring when cattle are being judged.
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Now take the same class of bulls in terms of how their €uro-Star figures are calculated if
they were all bred in the same herd.

1. They are firstly assigned to groups depending on their age & sex, so that similar to 
the showring, they are treated fairly & not compared to animals that are a lot older or
younger.

2. They are compared against each other for traits of economic importance e.g. calving 
survey, liveweight & docility.

3. The extra 3 steps that the €uro-Stars process takes at this stage are; 
a. To take into account the €uro-Stars of a bull’s relatives. So it would go in a bull’s 

favour if his Sire was already known to be superior for a particular trait.
b. If a bull has sired calves, then the performance of these calves throughout their lives

(weights, calving intervals of daughters etc) is also factored into their sire’s €uro-Stars.
c. Take a DNA sample from each animal, analyse the gene sequences and include this

information in the genetic evaluation – otherwise known as ‘Genomics’.
4. The results of the above steps are then expressed in the form of an index e.g. €100.
5. They are then ranked from 1st to last based on this index figure. 
6. Finally, the €uro-Stars are put beside the index figure. The €uro-Stars are just a way of 

making the breeding values visually easier to understand (no different to a rosettes in 
the showring).

7. The ICBF database then stores all of these rankings and breeding values so as over time 
an increasingly accurate picture as to how a bloodline is performing is built up. 

The ICBF database acts as
‘the judge’ when €uro-

Stars are being calculated!

9. Why do the €uro-Stars of my bull keep changing?
Ans: This is probably one of the most common questions about the €uro-Star system. ICBF has a large computer, called

a database, which receives information about animals on a daily basis. Data such as calving surveys, weights,
carcass records and death dates are sent to ICBF from farmers, weight recorders, Linear Scorers, Marts & Factories
etc. 

ICBF takes all of this information out of their database 3 times a year and runs it through its genetic evaluation
system (as explained in question 1). The new information that will have gone into the ICBF database since the
previous run is then reflected in a change to the €uro-Stars of animals connected to that data. It could be that a
full brother of your bull has found to be very hard calving in another herd – this will then affect your bull’s rating for
calving difficulty. So it is crucial to remember that the €uro-Stars of your bull are not just affected by the progeny
that he sires on your farm. 

The following graphic shows a typical example of how a  Young Pedigree Beef Bull’s €uro-Stars can change over
time in Ireland: 
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It is crucial to remember that the €uro-Stars of your bull are not just
affected by the progeny that he sires on your farm.

Your Bull is
born Feb 1st
2015 &
receives a 
4 Star rating
based on his
Parents
€uro-Stars
at that time. 

Bull is scored
& weighed &
outperforms
herdmates so
his figures
rise to make
him a 5 star
bull when you
buy him.

Your bull’s
Sire is found
to be very
hard calving.
This affects
your bull’s
stars and
makes him a
3 Star bull.

Your bull’s
own calves
are easily
born & have
good growth
rates. He
goes up to 
4 Stars.

Your bull’s
progeny have
better
carcasses
than their
herdmates.
He goes up
to 5 Stars.

Your bull’s
daughters
have more
difficulty
calving than
their
herdmates.
He goes
down to 
4 Stars.

Your bull’s
daughters
are found to
have more
milk than
their
herdmates.
He goes up
to 5 Stars.
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Genomics will protect a bull
more from these kinds of

changes

Your bull’s
Reliability %
will increase
over time.

Diagram 1:  Illustration as to how a pedigree bull’s proof can change over time.  

€uro-Stars changing are a consequence of having a highly integrated database which is receiving data on
animals & their relatives from a wide range of sources. It is only right that the most uptodate view of how a bull
is breeding is reflected to farmers so as they can make the most accurate decision. If a bull’s figures were only
based on a small group of progeny that were weighed and assessed once and his figures were ‘fixed’ forever –
this might not be a very fair sample of his genes and may inaccurately set his figures too high or too low.
Constantly adding to a bulls progeny count allows a bull to fully express his genetic potential. Yes it can be
frustrating to see a bull’s figures fall but ultimately we are left with the most accurate picture of how a bull is
breeding thus allowing farmers to make the most accurate breeding decision. Genomics will add to this accuracy
and result in bull’s figures fluctuating less frequently.

The illustration in diagram 1 shows how a pedigree bull’s €uro-Stars could change over time but the same
principles holds true for all animals whereby €uro-Stars change overtime as more data is recorded on animals
that are related to each other.
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Table 1: Comparison of the on-farm performances of 5 star v 1 star cows.

10. What extra performance will a 5 star cow give?
Ans: When ICBF groups nearly 100,000  suckler cows based on their €uro-Star indexes it was found that, on average, 5

star cows;

1. Produce more calves, go back in calf quicker and survive longer.
2. Have more milk & rear calves with better growth rates.
3. Produce cattle which finish earlier with heavier carcasses.

5 Star v 1 Star Cows
BDGP Cows Fertility Milk Carcass

ICBF 
€uro-Stars

Replacement
Index

Number of
cows

Number of
Calvings

Age at
1st Calving

Calving
Interval

% Alive
after 7 years

Growth of
Calves

Farmer Milk
Score

Carcass
Weight of
progeny

Age at
slaughter of
progeny

����� €124 25,311 4.33 971 days 399 days 72% 1.17 4.11 363 kgs 752 days

���� €85 19,776 4.03 988 days 405 days 66% 1.12 3.86 359 kgs 772 days

��� €64 16,020 3.82 1000 days 409 days 62% 1.09 3.75 358 kgs 784 days

�� €44 16,823 3.71 1007 days 413 days 59% 1.09 3.69 358 kgs 783 days

� €8 19,793 3.46 1022 days 420 days 52% 1.06 3.48 359 kgs 791days

Difference +0.87 -51 days -21 days +20% +10% +15% +4kgs -39 days
Above analysis was performed on the 97,723 suckler cows that were born in 2008, in herds that joined the BDGP in 2015.
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‘The Gene Ireland Maternal Bull Breeder programme and the BDGP 
are crucial for correction of the negative maternal trend in Ireland’

A 5 Star cow on paper…

And in the 
flesh…

Pictured left: Niall Kilrane speaking at the Irish
Farmers Journal/ICBF/Bord Bia stand at the 2015
Ploughing Championships.

The benefits of breeding high replacement index
stock was one of the main messages. 

The 5 Star cow, calf and replacement heifer were
kindly supplied by Sean Evans, Ballinrath,
Edenderry, Co.Offaly

• 5 Star Suckler Cow. 
• She has had 6 calves
• Average Calving Interval of 356 days
• 4 U Grade progeny – combined revenue of €6,177
• February born heifer calf by a Maternally strong Stockbull

• 5 Star Replacement Heifer
• Sired by a 5 Star AI Sire ‘HUR’
• Her Dam’s Average Calving Interval is 361 days
• Due to calve at 26mths old to an easy calving

Limo AI Sire
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11. Why does one of my best cows only have 1 star?
Ans: Similar to question 2 about why a bull’s figures change, it is again crucial to remember that the €uro-Stars of your

cow are not just affected by her performance and the progeny that she has produced in your herd. Her performance is
included in her own €uro-Star evaluation, however the performances of all of her half-sisters and other relatives also
has a large bearing on her figures. 

Example:  Your Limousin cow at home, with tag ending ‘293’ is your best suckler cow. She is doing everything that could
be asked from a Suckler Cow in terms of her fertility and the quality of calf that she rears, however she is still only a 1
star cow! The reason for this is due to the poor performance of all of her half-sisters in other herds, which
you do not know about. 

The €uro-Star rating that your cow receives is a reflection as to how that entire bloodline is performing. Overall, the
daughters  of your cow’s sire ‘Ocean’ (OCX) have poor fertility and are producing poor quality cattle. This is reflected in
his 1 star €uro-Star rating and his index of €-26. However, even if the majority of daughters of a bull have poor milk
& fertility, they can still sire the odd great individual cow.

AI Code Name 
Repl.
Index

Rel. %

OCX Ocean -€26 82%
€uro-Stars (Across Breed)

�

Performance of 60 Half-Sisters of cow '293
Performance Details €uro-Stars

Avg.
Nbr of
Calves

Avg. Age
at 1st
Calving

Avg.
Calving
Interval

Calf -
Max Wt
Gain

Progeny
Carcass
Grades

Average
Repl.
Index

Rel
%

Across
Breed

2 40 mts 432 days 0.85 30R,24O - €25 60% �

Performance of 1 Star Cow '293'
Performance Details €uro-Stars

Nbr of
Calves

Age 1st
Calving

Avg.
Calving
Interval

Calf -
Max Wt
Gain

Progeny
Carcass
Grades

Repl.
Index

Rel
%

Across
Breed

6 24 mts 363 days 1.35 1E,3U,1R €32 60% �

����

€74

�����

€98
� �

Diagram 2:  Range of Indexes and
€uro-Star categories for commercial
suckler cows (Aug’15)

� ��

€33

���

€45

Your best cow ‘293’ is getting credit for her great performance as her index of €32 is far higher than that of her 60 half
sisters who only have an average index of €5. She is nearly into the 2 Star category & when her genomic information is
included, her index may then go even higher. Genomics will allow a cow to break further away from what the majority of her
bloodline has done and increase her €uro-Stars.

Genomics will allow a cow to break further away from what the majority 
of her bloodline has done and increase her €uro-Stars. 



€65 (10+1200/2 = €65

3 Star Calf
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12. If I mate a 5 Star Bull to a 1 Star Cow, 
will I get a 3 star calf?

Ans: This depends on what the actual Index values of the Bull and the Cow are.

Example 1: A 5 Star Bull and a 1 Star Cow that DOES give you a 3 Star heifer.

An animal’s index must be calculated first. Then look up which 
€uro-Star category it falls into.

����

€74

�����

€98
� �

� ��

€33

���

€45

€10 €120

1 Star Cow 5 Star Bull

€40 (-40+1200)/2 = €40

2 Star Calf

����

€74

�����

€98
� �

� ��

€33

���

€45

€10 €120

1 Star Cow 5 Star Bull

Example 2: The same 5 Star Bull and a 1 Star Cow (with a much lower index) DOES NOT give you a 3 Star heifer. This is 
because the cow has a much lower index pulling her further down into the 1 star category. This in turn means that the calf
has a lower index and pulls it just down into the top of the 2 star category.

Before calculating how many stars the calf from a mating will have, you must first calculate that calf’s index by adding the
index of the sire and dam together and dividing by two. Then you can check as to which percentile on the €uro-Star scale
that this index falls into.
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13. Where can I see an animal’s €uro-Stars?
For animals in your herd
Ans: For animals in your herd the best way to see the €uro-Stars of your animals is through Beef Herdplus. This is ICBF’s

beef breeding information service which will show you the €uro-Stars of your stock and will also provide you with a
whole range of facts & figures about your stock from calving to slaughter.

€uro-Star profile
€uro-Stars of your 
animals online

Herdplus Sign-Up
Forms 

available at 
023-8820452

€uro-Star Report
€uro-Stars of your 
animal’s on paper

Suckler Cow Report
Report

€uro-Stars and 
progeny performance 
of your suckler cows

Bull Tracker Report 
€uro-Stars and 

progeny performance
of your breeding

bull(s)

Herdplus pulls together all available information on your cattle into easy to follow reports. These reports and online listings
will allow you to easily gauge how your animals have performed and also allow you to compare your herd’s stats to national
average figures. Joining Herdplus gives you access to these reports, web screens and applications. The €uro-Stars of your
cattle will also be sent to you through the BDGP.

For a Bull not in your herd
Ans: The ICBF Bull search.

Step 1: Enter
www.icbf.com into
your internet address
bar

Step 2: Go to the ‘Bull Search’
and enter the tag number or AI
Code of any pedigree bull and
click ‘search’. That animal’s
most up-to-date €uro-Star
figures will then be shown.

For a Cow not in your herd
Ans: Mart €uro-Star listing. In 2016, marts will be

displaying the €uro-Star values of 4&5 star
uncalved females.

€uro-Stars Lis ng (07/10/2016) - Thurles Mart

Sex

F

2 IE391078380336 27-Jan-12 F -
75% SI   
12% BB 
12% HO

IE121098560419 
(Kilduff Walcot)

IE121098560419 
(Kilduff Walcot) €105

1

Replacement Index

Extra Details

€79IE151420940207 
(Raceview Nevill)

Lot Index 
(Aug'15) Across Breed

Dam's SireSire
Euro-Stars

Animal Details

Breed 

C
a

lv
in

g
s

Date of 
Birth

IE271801660109 
(Riverbank Atlan!c)

100% SI   -30-Nov-11
IE361193390232 

(Riverstown 
Connie)

Tag

50% SI   
34% CH 

IE221152520303 
(Anatrim Sunshine)

- €993 IE311050370177 01-Jul-07 F -

Owner
Mr Egan, Loughmore, 
Templemore,Co.Tipperary

Owner

Owner

Mr P Callan, Holycross, Thurles, 
Co.Tipperary

P Ryan , Templetuohy, Thurles, 
Co.Tipperary
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14. How do I improve the €uro-Stars of my stock?
Ans: Basically, the rate at which the €uro-Stars of animals in your herd improve depends on how aggressively you select

and cull your breeding stock based on their €uro-Star values. That is a very simplistic answer and there are of course
many different factors to take into account in everyone’s herd such as herd size & opportunity to cull & use AI etc.
That said following are some basic guidelines that will gradually help you improve the €uro-Star ratings of your stock
over time.

1. Join Herdplus - Herdplus will give you the information to become familiar with the €uro-Stars of your stock.
2. Record ‘Missing Sires’ - Record the sires of any animals in your herd for which the sire is currently unknown.
3. Weight Record - Weigh your youngstock while they are still suckling their dam’s.
4. Genotype - Make sure to return any requested DNA samples to ICBF for the genomic evaluations of your stock.  
5. Use A.I. – A.I. will give you access to a wide range of Bulls with high reliability and excellent €uro-Star ratings. If

you have a Stockbull, using some AI in your herd is still highly recommended so as his progeny can be
benchmarked against AI Sired stock thus influencing his own €uro-Stars.  

15. How Do you read a Catalogue page?
The ‘Terminal Index’ estimates how

suitable a bull will be to breed profitable cattle
for slaughter. E.g. this bull with a Terminal
Index of €115 is expected to sire cattle that are
€115  more profitable than the average Irish
animal being reared for slaughter.

Calving Difficulty %: 
• This is the expected percentage of difficult
calvings that a bull will bring. 

• This bull for example has a ‘calving difficulty
%’ breeding value of ‘2.60%’ This means that
approximately 2.6 calves out of every 100 will
result in a difficult calving.

€uro-Star Catalogue Page
User’s Guide

€uro- Star Rankings 
����� 5 Stars Genetic Index is in the top 20% 
���� 4 Stars Genetic Index is in the top 40% 
��� 3 Stars Average Genetic Index 
 2 Stars Genetic Index is in the bottom 40% 
 1 Star Genetic Index is in the bottom 20%

Reliability %
Reliability % Range Comment Bull Type
0-20% Low Young Bull
20-50% Low-Average Young Bull
50-90% Average- High AI Sire/Stockbull
>90% High AI Sire

Reliability % is an indication as to how confident ICBF
can be about the genetic index for a particular
animal. Lots of progeny performance recorded
(weighed etc) alongside lots of other animals, across
large numbers of herds is what increases an animal's
reliability % figure.

The ‘Replacement Index’ is the overall single
figure profit index that each bull has for his
maternal abilities. 

E.g. this bull with a Replacement Index of €83
is expected to sire daughters that are €83
more profitable per lactation than the average
Irish suckler cow.

The ‘Replacement Index’ is split in two so as
to clearly show the strengths & weaknesses of a
bull’s daughters:

Maternal Cow Traits: 
• This is an indication of the performance of a

Bull’s daughter’s for important maternal traits
that they express themselves e.g. Milk,
Calving Interval, Survival,  Age at 1st Calving,
Maternal Calving. 

Maternal Progeny Traits: 
• This is an indication of the profitability of

progeny that   the daughter’s of a bull will
produce for economically important traits e.g.
Docility, Feed Intake, Carcass Weight,
Conformation & Fat.

1. Look at the Reliability % figures.
• Reliability % is the most important figure
to look at on a bull’s catalogue page.

• ALWAYS look at the reliability % figure
BEFORE looking at a Bull’s €uro-Stars 
or breeding values.
– They tell you how much importance 

you should attach to a Bull’s figures
when deciding whether to purchase
him or not.

2. Look at the Overall Economic Index that best suits your needs 
• Replacement Index – This is for Beef farmers that want a bull to

breed their own Replacement females with.
• Terminal Index – This is for Beef farmers that want a bull to breed

cattle for live trade or finishing.
• Dairy Beef Index – This is for Dairy farmers that are looking 

for a beef bull to use in their dairy herd (due in 2016). 
• The ‘Key Profit Traits’ section gives extra detail on the figures that

make up these Overall Economic Indexes.
• Remember to look at the ‘Reliability %’ figures at all times.

3. Look at the 
Calving Difficulty % figure

• The ‘Calving Difficulty %’ figure
must be compared against
breed average figures (both 
within & across breed). 

• Again, always look at the
‘Reliability %’ figure when
assessing a bull’s breeding
figures.

Understand a Bull’s Catalogue page in 3 steps…

The ‘Gene Ireland Stamp’ indicates that the
Breeder of this bull is performance recording his
animals (scoring, weighing etc) and that young
bulls in his herd with high Replacement Indexes
are considered for progeny testing through AI. 


